
Dear Both, 	 11/12/92 

Bebill's 11/6, when4ver you can visit it will not be any bother or inconveniefte. 

I am never sit of Frederick except fof infrequent trips to 'ohns Hopkins for check-

ing. III It has not been safe for me to drive out of town and I don't. I'm driven the rare 

times I'm swag now.Ropefully by the time you come no new needs will develop. While my 

local medical appointments are not that infrequent, none ever takes much time. So, we look 

forward, whenever you can 'lake it. 

Saffire has always been good on FOIA. it may be that with Clinton and with FOIA not 

being an election issue he decided it would be best to say as little as possible. But the 

record is clear: all administrations resist FOIA in varying degrees and intensities. 

You will find that Wrone is one of the very best people. 

I'd not seen the USA Today picture of 4arrison. Itwas posed so it may have been in 

 to make him look as good as possible. Be looks simply frightful. COmpared to how 

he looked when 1 knew him. 

In all respects the man was a great tragedy, personally andprofessionally. Gifted, 

able,personable, articulate, prbably an exfellent judge, too. 

We have to backorder the Oswaldx in New Orleans. The price we had to pay was high but 

he got a good job. When out sypply was exhausted and we reordered the price to us was 

almost doubled. For just the binding the price is not about $3.00 per copy. The per-page 
xeroxing is almost doubled. I told the supplier to check with his binderrand recalculate 

his own costs based on his bill of a few months ago and that when)* I'm well I'm going to 

shep around. (Respiratory infection, rare with me.) We've beard nothing from him sidce. 

Thanks and/best wishes, 

,.: old. Weisberg 


